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culture is central: It Is not of any section : it Is Irish,
of the land, belonging to Ireland as a whole. It seems
Inevitable that this centralising and unifying tendency
must increase, now that the controversy which divided
Ireland since the Union is ended. The Union has
gone: and in the country now self-governing, new
lines of cleavage are already setting up new party
affiliations that do not follow the old boundaries of
race and religion.
In Belfast and the area which it governs, this is
not so:   the controversy over partition sharpens the
old demarcation, Anglo-Irish of one side, old inhabi-
tants of the other:   and the culture of Belfast is
terribly partisan, pervaded throughout with sectional-
ism.   Yet even here there is change.    In becoming a
seat of government Belfast has altered :  the interests
of its life have been raised and enriched.    One inno-
vation   in   particular   which  Dublin had reason to
deplore has been to Belfast's advantage.    The centre
of the Irish Bar and Judiciary was at the Four Courts :
now both Bar and Judiciary for Northern Ireland have
their seat In Belfast.   A centre of fusion In Dublin has
been weakened:   yet the addition to Belfast of this
cultured professional class must inevitably enrich and
broaden the whole life of the city, and must have a
healthy Influence upon the growing and expanding
University of the North, about which something has
been already said.   At present, however, the one thing
In Belfast wholly free from partisanship is the Ulster
Literary Theatre, a strong local growth rivalling the
Dublin group, and producing by far the merriest and
freest little comedies and extravanganzas that Ireland
of our generation has seen.    The writers who call
themselves Rutherford Mayne and Gerald Macnamara
are chiefly responsible for its success, by their acting,
as well as by their plays ;  the company has no theo-
logical limitations, and its work Is equally popular In
Belfast aiid in Dublin.
There is this further to be observed*   On a broad

